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TRIPOLI: Late last year I was sitting in
Tripoli’s foreign ministry when a guard
drew a gun on a colleague next to me
and then kicked him down a stairwell.
His mistake? He had complained about a
news conference being delayed. That
was the moment I lost my last illusions
about the Libyan revolution. The guard’s
bosses quickly moved to punish him and
his act was one of individual anger not
policy. But the episode shows how Libya
had changed since rebels toppled
Muammar Gaddafi in August 2011. Back
then, young fighters in Tripoli had cele-
brated into the night after they seized
Gaddafi’s Bab Aziziya compound.  There
was a sense of promise and a longing for
change in almost everyone you spoke to.

Four years on, that hope has faded,
the former rebels have turned on each
other and the overwhelming sense is
one of chaos. Libya is split between two
rival governments: an official one, which
has decamped to Tobruk in the east, and
an unrecognized one in the capital

Tripoli. Both make a lot of noise about
running the country, but little seems to
work. The central bank has frozen the
budget. In Tripoli, I recently interviewed
a minister who spoke for almost two
hours and had no other visitors in that
time. His one phone call was from the
tea lady. In Tobruk, a minister from the
competing government received me in
pyjamas in his rented villa, insisting that
we have dinner. I wasn’t sure whether he
was still in office. Officially he had been
fired, but he still issued orders.

Checking for Bombs
Libyans had hoped for more. The

country sits on Africa’s largest oil
reserves, is home to incredible tourist
sites such as the Roman ruins of Leptis
Magna and had more than $100 billion
in foreign reserves even after the revolu-
tion. Following Gaddafi’s ouster, foreign
investors arrived hoping to sink money
into the oil industry, new hotels and
retail outlets. Even in 2013 there was
hope that Libya might make it as a coun-
try. When I returned to post-revolution

Tripoli that year, foreign embassies still
held receptions with warm speeches for
their host nation. Some officials were
trying to build functioning ministries
and a police force.

But night-time shooting between
rival factions was growing frequent.
Standing in our living room one
evening, a rocket propelled grenade
exploded close by our office villa. We
routinely began to check our car for
planted bombs. Those in charge were
also beginning to worry. Officials would
routinely tell me that Libya was “mia fil
mia” (100 percent perfect). But if you
pushed them, the floodgates often
opened and they would offload their
anger and frustration with the country’s
militia groups, as if in a therapy session.

One morning in July 2014, we awoke
to the sound of artillery barrages. An
armed faction was attacking a rival outfit
that occupied Tripoli airport. We
watched on television as planes went up
in smoke. A month of fighting followed.
When the attackers finally seized the
city, Libya was left with two govern-

ment, two parliaments and two armed
groups that both consider themselves
the country’s official army. Both sides
began to test foreigners on where their
loyalties lay, an attitude reminiscent of
the Gaddafi era. Some Libyan friends,
previously enthusiastic about press free-
dom, suddenly cheered Islamist mili-
tants fighting the eastern government.
Others became fans of a general who
bombed the Islamists in densely popu-
lated Benghazi.

A few people turned inwards, tired of
the constant stress. “Libya is finished,” a
neighbour told me when I met him in
Cairo where he had moved his family.
Many blame the West for helping to top-
ple Gaddafi but not then disarming the
rebel groups. “NATO left us with these
militias,” a bitter lawmaker told me over
tea in the eastern city of Tobruk where
the official parliament has fled.

Empty Cafe
In March 2014, I went to interview

Prime Minister Ali Zeidan. Eastern rebels
had just underlined how little power

Zeidan really had by seizing the coun-
try’s biggest oil port and loading oil onto
a tanker to sell overseas. Zeidan said that
he had stopped the ship leaving, but his
body language told a different story.
When we stopped filming, he told us the
situation was not entirely under control.
After the tanker escaped again, parlia-
ment fired him. Within hours he was
boarding a plane to Malta.

The chaos has deepened further.
Recently, officials from the Tobruk parlia-
ment stopped me attending the prime
minister’s inauguration because they did
not want to admit that lawmakers’ atten-
dance has shrunken to less than half of
the seats. The Tripoli assembly bans
reporters for the same reason. In the
capital,  one of the main shopping
avenues is now lined by shuttered
restaurants that used to be filled with
foreign investors, diplomats and even oil
workers. Luxury shops lie empty and for-
eign companies have abandoned their
offices. With my assignment over, I’ve
now left Libya. Millions of Libyans don’t
have that option. — Reuters 

A front-row seat as Libya hopes faded

NEZUK, Bosnia: Participants in the ‘March of Peaceî, holding Bosnian flags, march near this village yesterday. More than 10,000 people, includ-
ing survivors of the Srebrenica massacre, started a 110-km march from Nezuk to Srebrenica following the path along which Muslims fled Serb
forces at Srebrenica 20 years ago. —AP 

20 years on, Serbs refuse to 
call Srebrenica ‘genocide’

Serbian PM to attend commemoration

Srebrenica survivor 
recalls hours in hell

SREBRENICA: If you glanced at him, you
would not know what the energetic old man
had been through. But 20 years on from the
Srebrenica massacre, his narrow, wrinkled face
is still marked by fear. Somehow, miraculously,
this man survived the slaughter of some 1,000
Bosnian Muslims in a warehouse outside
Srebrenica, the town that has become synony-
mous with the worst massacre in Europe since
World War II. But it is testament to the 71-year-
old’s lasting fears for his safety - and the ethnic
tensions that still plague Bosnia - that he
recalled his tale on condition of anonymity.

“If it’s possible to be born again, then that’s
what happened at that moment,” said the
man, who lives in a mountainous village
around a half-hour’s drive from Srebrenica. He
had spent 24 hours playing dead under
corpses, covered in the blood of other men.
The memories still haunt him every day.

‘ Why Are You Still Here?’ 
Saturday marks 20 years since Bosnian

Serb forces overran Srebrenica - then a UN-
protected enclave - setting the stage for sev-
eral horrific days in which some 8,000 Muslim
men and boys were murdered. The mass exe-
cution, which came as Bosnia’s 1992-1995 civil
war neared its bloody end, has been declared
a genocide by two international courts but
never recognised as such by Serbs. “On 11
July, 1995, I was collecting hay in a field, just
as I am today,” the old man said, as he sat in
the doorway of a small barn. “My daughter
arrived in tears. She asked me: ‘Why are you
still here? Everyone’s leaving.’”

His wife and two daughters headed to the
UN base in Potocari outside Srebrenica to seek
refuge, along with some 26,000 others. His
brother and a nephew did the same, but they
never made it. Their bodies were found in a

mass grave a few years after the end of the
war. The survivor filled a backpack with food
and headed into the woods, along with some
15,000 other Muslim men and boys. They were
trying to reach territory under Muslim control,
but thousands of them would not survive the
journey.

The next day, the group he was travelling
with were ambushed and captured by Serb
soldiers. Then they were rounded up with oth-
er prisoners in a field and made to sit in rows.
It was then that they received a visit from gen-
eral Ratko Mladic, the commander of the
Bosnian Serb forces who is currently on trial
for war crimes.

‘Screams Worse Than Shots’ 
The survivor says Mladic had been full of

reassurances. “We have already evacuated
almost all your families,” he told them.
“Everyone will be reunited with their families.
You will not be beaten, you will not be pro-
voked. We will give you food.”  But soon after-
wards they were marched to an agricultural
warehouse in Kravica, 25 km north of
Srebrenica. “I was in the middle of the column.
When I entered, the warehouse was packed
full of people. If someone had dropped a
match, it wouldn’t have reached the ground,”
he said.

International prosecutors say around 1,000
people were shut in the building. The survivor
stood in a corner, his back to the wall. Then a
fight broke out between a prisoner and one of
the troops. The soldier opened fire. “They were
shooting at us, they were throwing grenades,
firing rockets, barrages of gunfire. I crouched
down. They were shooting through the doors,
through the windows,” said the tiny old man.
“Hearing people screaming was worse than
the gunshots.”— AFP 

BELGRADE: Their leaders have paid their
respects to the victims, begged forgiveness “on
their knees”, and deplored a “heinous crime”, but
Serbia and Serbs still stubbornly refuse to call
the Srebrenica massacre a genocide, experts
say. International courts have ruled that the
1995 killing of nearly 8,000 Muslim men and
boys in the ill-fated Bosnian town by Serb forces
was genocide, “but here it is difficult to say that
word”, prominent independent political analyst
Vladimir Goati said. “Some even have a physical
discomfort when it comes to saying it,” he
added.

Bosnian Serb forces captured the eastern
town of Srebrenica on July 11, 1995, and over
the following days massacred thousands in
Europe’s worst atrocity since World War II. The
killing came shortly before the end of Bosnia’s
1992-1995 war between its Croats, Muslims and
Serbs that claimed some 100,000 lives. The mas-
sacre remains divisive at an international level
even 20 years later on Tuesday the UN Security
Council was forced to delay a vote on a draft
resolution recognizing what happened in
Srebrenica as genocide after Russia threatened
to veto the text.

And for Serbs, while a recent poll showed 54
percent do not question the crime’s brutality, an
overwhelming majority - 70 percent of those
asked - still deny it was genocide. Local politi-
cians “only take into account public opinion so
as to not lose voters and, without mentioning
the word genocide, use descriptions that say
the same thing,” analyst Aleksandar Popov said.
In 2010, then Serbian president Boris Tadic went

to Srebrenica to pay homage to the victims
without saying the key word.

That same year the Serbian parliament
adopted a resolution condemning the “crime
committed against the Bosnian (Muslim) popu-
lation in Srebrenica”. “I kneel and ask forgiveness
for Serbia for the crime committed in
Srebrenica,” Tadic’s successor Tomislav Nikolic
said in 2013. His contrition came a year after
denying that a genocide was committed in
Srebrenica, prompting outrage in the region
and condemnation from Europe and the US.

‘Hard to Accept’ 
Historian Cedomir Antic believes Belgrade’s

position is “understandable”. “To accept that
genocide was committed would mean to accept
an accusation of being a genocidal people,” the
Belgrade University historian told AFP. “You are
no longer there, nobody wants to negotiate
with you, so Serbia cannot recognise that.
Among other things, the existence of Republika
Srpska would come into question.”

He was referring to the Bosnian Serb entity,
which along with the Muslim-Croat Federation
has made up Bosnia since the end of the 1990s
war. The two halves are semi-autonomous and
are linked by loose central institutions. Bosnian
Muslims have demanded several times that
Republika Srpska be dismantled, claiming it was
founded on a genocide.

But for international legal expert Tibor Varadi
the case is closed. He represented Serbia before
the International Court of Justice (ICJ) when it
was accused by Bosnia of being directly

involved in the Srebrenica genocide. “ The
International Court concluded in 2006 that
Serbia had not committed genocide in
Srebrenica and nothing can change that fact,”
he said. Goati, the political analyst, said Serbia’s
reaction to calling Srebrenica a genocide is
characteristic of any people or individual
accused of an atrocity. “Nations and individuals
have a problem admitting or talking about
events in which they played a negative role,” he
told AFP. Serbian Prime Minister Aleksandar
Vucic on Tuesday said he would attend the 20th
anniversary commemoration of the Srebrenica
massacre this weekend in a bid to forge recon-
ciliation, but stopped short of using the contro-
versial term. “It is time to show that we are ready
for reconciliation and that we are ready to bow
our head before other peoples’ victims,” Vucic
told reporters. “That is why the Serbian govern-
ment tonight decided that as prime minister, I
would represent the Republic of Serbia in
Srebrenica on July 11.” Vucic has said in the past
that Serbs respected the “pain and suffering of
others and even understand the hatred towards
us from those who went through the hell of
Srebrenica”.

But the head of an association of women
whose male relatives were killed in the mas-
sacre said Vucic’s presence in Srebrenica would
be a de facto recognition of the genocide.
“Something is awakening in the consciousness
of the Serbian people. I believe that 20 years on
it is difficult to live while denying what hap-
pened in Srebrenica,” said Munira Subasic, head
of the Mothers of Srebrenica group.— AFP 

Out of sight but not power, Erdogan eyes snap election
ANKARA/ISTANBUL: Delays in efforts to form a
coalition government in Turkey are buying time
for President Tayyip Erdogan, heightening the
chances of a snap election which could see his
AK Party regain its majority and leaving the
opposition floundering. A month after an elec-
tion which saw the AKP lose its ability to govern
alone for the first time, talks to form a coalition
have yet to begin. Opposition parties are as frag-
mented as ever, and Erdogan - from the shad-
ows - is calculating how best to maintain his
grip.

The June 7 vote plunged Turkey into political
uncertainty not seen since the unstable coalition
governments of the 1990s and thwarted, for
now, Erdogan’s ambition to turn the largely fig-
urehead presidency he assumed last year into
the powerful executive position he had all but
taken for granted. The man who has dominated
Turkey’s political landscape for more than a

decade is ill-disposed to sharing power. Despite
his repeated calls for a new government to be
formed quickly, his interests - and those of the
AKP he founded - appear to lie in the failure of
coalition talks and a new election.

“A coalition will be hard to form and impossi-
ble to maintain. There is need for an urgent snap
election, through which our people will show
their will,” said one AK Party elder familiar with
Erdogan’s thinking. Their hope is that a re-run
would restore a simple AK majority, as voters
who turned their back on the AKP in June balk at
any suggestion of a return to the coalition bick-
ering that pitched Turkey into economic crisis in
the 1990s. That prospect is one that would dis-
turb NATO partners eager for stability in a coun-
try bordering Iran, Iraq and Syria, with Islamic
State militants ensconced hundreds of metres
from borders constantly criss-crossed by
refugees.

Erdogan is turning “banishment” to the shad-
ows - under the constitution, the president is
excluded from party politics - to his advantage.
Others may bicker and snipe, but the man who
had estranged many by his raucous, combative
manner in recent years, now holds his peace and
appears untainted by the fray. “The opposition is
being worn down,” said Hakan Bayrakci, chair-
man of polling firm SONAR. “Erdogan is promot-
ing the image that they are fighting against each
other.” An IPSOS poll shortly after the June 7
results suggested the AKP would have had 4
percent more support if voters had known the
outcome in advance, although subsequent polls
have contradicted this, suggesting its support
could fall. Erdogan had been expected to give
Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu the mandate
to form a new coalition government this week,
setting the clock ticking on a 45-day period to
succeed or face a new election.—Reuters 

Londoners take to boats 
to escape housing costs

LONDON: Rocketing housing costs in
Britain’s capital have fuelled a surge in
Londoners seeking cheaper accommoda-
tion on boats, with increased numbers put-
ting pressure on the city’s historic network
of rivers and canals. The picturesque
lifestyle of sleeping in a colourfully painted
narrowboat or barge can seem tempting,
especially when buying one can cost a frac-
tion of the price of bricks and mortar.

“It’s become more common for people
to do it who don’t know what they are get-
ting into, or even because they have no
choice,” said education worker Jim Bryden,
39, who has lived aboard the “Violet Mae”
with his girlfriend, a dog and a cat for two
years. “I’ve met people who have ended up
on a boat because they had two weeks’
notice to leave their flat and were able to
buy a boat for £10,000 ($16,000).”

Everyone has a story of spotting new-
comers struggling with engine failure,
steering ineptly along a crowded canal or
developing regrets once facing a damp,
cold winter on boats often heated by stove
and just 2.1 metres wide. Maintenance
costs can mount quickly and boaters dryly
refer to their vessels as “black holes” for
cash, constantly in need of repair. “If you
are ignorant about buying a boat it can be
easy to buy a boat that will become a
nightmare,” said Mikaela Khan-Parrack, 26,
who has lived on the water for four years
and works as a mooring ranger for the
Canal and River Trust (CRT).

Yet even more expensive boats, which
can cost over £100,000, are still a fraction of
the average London house price of
£500,000, up 11 percent in a year.  As

London private rents have increased to cost
almost half the average salary, some
renters have turned to cheap but illegally
let rooms on boats described as moulder-
ing “floating shacks” in an article by a for-
mer resident in the Guardian. Yet for many,
waking up with ducks swimming by the
window, and the freedom and sociability of
the pretty tree-lined waterways compen-
sate for downsides like emptying toilet
tanks, trudging the towpath to do laundry
or fetch gas cylinders, and vulnerability to
thieves.

Tension on the Water 
In a testament to the increasing popu-

larity of the lifestyle, one boat entered the
London waterways for every working day
in the past year, with popular areas seeing
an 85 percent spike in numbers, according
to the CRT. The charity manages 3,200 km
of a network that spans Britain, much of it
built to carry freight in the industrial revo-
lution. The increased numbers have caused
congestion, with fierce competition for
mooring spaces, queues at locks and fric-
tion with nearby residents who suddenly
find themselves with a large and shifting
cast of new neighbours in boats moored
two or three abreast. In one central London
stretch of the Regent’s Canal, a team of
boat-dwelling volunteers maintain special
rules to appease nearby residents, who
launched a series of complaints to authori-
ties over boat noise and smoke disturbing
their expensive terraced homes, which line
the canal. Yet an attempt by the CRT to
address congestion has caused an outcry in
the boating community.—AFP 

LONDON: Jim Bryden, a caretaker for Islington visitorsí moorings, organises utilities
on the roof of his narrow boat on the Regents Canal on May 28, 2015. — AFP 


